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Rocky
ROCKY is the ideal rotary cleaner 

for cleaning and polishing any kind 

of floors. Thanks to its great range 

of available accessories it can solve 

any problem in the best and least 

expensive way. This new machine 

is available with very competitive 

prices.

Konfort
KONFORT The new light small 

monobrush for any cleaning work. Big 

wheels, ergonomic handle, industrial 

anti-scratch paint. Compact, strong 

and practical to use.

Supershine & Spongelux New and revolutionary diamond discs to restore the gloss on marble and terrazzo floors. Used 
regularly, they maintain floors always bright as just polished. Easy to use. Use them  as a normal “floor pad” disk with mono brush machines or 
autoscrubbers. They remove scratches, even deep, clean and polish.

King Conc POLISHED CONCRETE DIAMOND FLOOR PADS
are impregnated floor pads excellent for restoration & maintaining of polished 
concrete and terrazzo floors. KING CONC Diamond contains thousands of 
micro-sized diamonds uniquely impregnated into a poly scrubbing pad. KING 
CONC Diamond pads are designed to revitalize the gloss and depth of dull 
concrete surfaces sealed or unsealed / new or old. Available in grit 0,1,2,3 
and 4 in all popular sizes they can be used under Hurrikane, Tornado, HS bur-
nisher and propane powered burnisher, KING CONC pads produce extreme 
cleanliness and a High level of gloss. Can be used with a single disc scrubber 
for concrete overlays, floor grinding and honing.

Suitable for all single disc floor machines.

Plus
Soft Spongelux

TECHNICAL DATA

 Model Max Power Volt rpm Working Width Water Tank Weight

ROCKY 13 1,5 HP 1-phase 155 330mm (13”) 18 lt 36 Kg

ROCKY 17 1,5 HP 1-phase 155 430mm (17”) 18 lt 39 Kg

ROCKY 18 1,5 HP 1-phase 155 450mm (18”) 18 lt 42 Kg

ROCKY 21 1,5 HP 1-phase 155 530mm (21”) 18 lt 46 Kg

TECHNICAL DATA

 Model Max Power Volt rpm Working Width Water Tank Weight

KONFORT 13 0,7 HP 1-phase 155 330mm (13”) 12 lt 22 Kg
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